
 

 
 
As ridiculous as this may sound, leaving Ireland I knew one of the things I was going to miss most was having a 
hairdresser I could really trust. If you've had even one of the experiences I've had (hello simple trims that result 

in left lengths being approximately 1.5 inches shorter than the right and others that left me with a teeny-tiny 
Alfalfa tuft. No I'm not kidding and no these were not cheap places - I've always believed that things like 

haircuts shouldn't be scrimped on!) then I'm guessing you're not about to judge me too hard for this.  
 



After years and years of disastrous cuts (maybe I broke a mirror when I was little or something?) I finally 
discovered Huey of Wilde Salon, Dublin. Within minutes I knew I had found The One. Examining my hair and 
discussing what I was hoping to achieve with the days service he actually listened, offered advice and (major 

brownie points here!) didn't stand there ripping apart the work of all the stylists who came before him. 
Seriously, is it just me or does it really p*ss you off when you go to a stylist/dentist/whatever only to have them 

spend half your appointment telling you what the previous person did to butcher you? One, it sends me into 
total panic mode (I've been walking around like this for months? Why didn't anyone tell me? I'm hideous, I'll 
never recover!) and two, it just sounds SO scammy. I'd already found another stylist I liked so I knew there 
wasn't much for Huey to criticize and he didn't, he simply recommended a few slight changes to the overall 

shape and explained why they would benefit me. Score.  
 

At this point I'm pretty sure you're aware of the fact that I could go on and on about this guys good amazing 
points but suffice it to say, I was devastated by the mere thought of entrusting my locks to another stylist. Well, 

until I finally tried Salon Capri and my girl Theresa that is . . . 
 

When I arrived in Boston I was pretty overwhelmed by the number of salons in the area (hey Dorothy, this isn't 
Kansas) so I did what any modern gal would do and started researching reviews on Yelp! Honestly, I can't 

really remember much about what I saw in regards to Salon Capri at the time (this was about a year ago - they 
have 4.5/5 stars by the way!) but I do recall it being among the best received in the city. Me being me (read: an 
overthinker who just loves to stress!) all I could focus on were the negative reviews of each and every salon and 

there weren't even that many of them when it came to the places I was actually considering. #STUPID. After 
months and months of indecision I finally took the advice of a trusted friend and started seeing her stylist who, 

out of respect, shall remain nameless.  
 

 
 



As I said, I totally trust this friend (girl has taste!) and her stylist was good, is good but I didn't really feel like 
we clicked and because she had such a great and almost informal relationship with my friend she immediately 
seemed to assume the same with me which meant she was often over a half hour late starting my service (this 

got be into serious trouble on two occasions!) would rush to get through the job and then quite happily watch on 
as the receptionist told me that a "20% tip was standard policy and less was no longer accepted" all of which 

didn't sit quite right with me - I do believe in tipping well by the way! Also, the salon just wasn't anything 
special. It never felt like a treat to have my hair done there and that's really important to this girl.  

 
Finally, tired of paying so much for meh instead of marvelous, I did a little additional research and rediscovered 

Salon Capri on Newbury Street. Paying particular attention to the reviews I noticed that the rare few (again 
4.5/5 stars guys!) with any slightly negative comments were primarily focused on price. I'll be honest, this place 

isn't cheap (hello, it's on Newbury Street!) but it's up to you which level of stylist you opt for and, in my 
opinion, the price is beyond justified - besides the simple fact that it's completely on par with every other salon 

I've been to it's also one of the best.  
 

The first thing you notice when you enter this space is just how beautiful it is. Bright, modern and totally 
inspired they've thought of everything. Want a gorgeous view of Boston? Feel like flicking through some of the 

most stylish tomes ever written? Craving a great cup of coffee? In need of a relaxing massage while having 
your hair washed? Maybe even looking for a little design-inspo for you own place? (I want that lucite table!) I 

swear, you'll find all of this and more here!  
 

After the initial intake of breath the second thing you'll notice is that your stylist is actually waiting to  greet 
you. I have never, never had this happen - no matter how early I've arrived.  

 

 
 

On this particular day I was working with senior hair stylist Theresa and guys, all I can say is this; I'm pretty 
sure I've found my new Huey! As sweet as she is talented, Theresa really listened to me, made some amazing 

suggestions based on my specific needs (I may have been overdue for a cut - here's looking at you ratty tail ends 
and limp, dull strands) and with a deep conditioning treatment from Kerastase, a few cleverly placed layers and 
an amazing blowout injected life back into my hair - seriously, by the time I left Salon Capri it looked like I was 

naturally blessed with commercial worthy hair! 
 

 Another thing I really loved about Theresa was her passion. I mean, this is a girl who lives for all things hair 
and beauty. Sometimes you get the impression that stylists sort of fell into the job and aren't really enjoying it 



but this girl sees it as an art and as such, really wants to make you and your hair look and feel as beautiful as 
possible. Hell, when I told her how bad I am at doing my own hair (I learned to do a simple braid at the age of 

18 and that's about as wild as I get) she even took the time to explain the techniques she uses to achieve a 
smooth blowout and messy but glamorous curls. LOVED. THAT.  

 
At this point I should probably tell you that as it neared time to leave the salon I didn't want to - I was really 

enjoying my pampering - so I did a complete 180, took them up on their earlier offer of a glass of bubbly (it was 
Valentine's weekend) and a special makeover by the mega-talented Michelle who typically works with the 

salon's brides! An absolute sweetheart (I think I want to be besties with every staff member!) she showed me 
some of her tricks for making blue eyes pop, faking flawless skin (mine is far from it) and started a whole new 

obsession by introducing me to her favorite lipstick, lovelorn by MAC - you need to treat yo'self! 
 

My poor husband ended up waiting around an entire hour for me (just to reiterate, I was making the guy do this 
on Valentine's day!) but given just how amazing I looked and felt something tells me he didn't mind. Salon 

Capri, this girl will be back and she will be requesting one of these! 
 

 
 
 

 



 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 

Huge thanks to Salon Capri (especially Theresa and Michelle) for making me feel like a princess, the fabulous 
Lisa Richov who snapped the first three photos (her new site is coming soon!) and my extremely patient 

husband Ted who continues to put up with my shenanigans and took all the other pics here.  
 

Dress: Club Monaco {sold out, similar} | Booties: Valentino {past season, this years version} | Bracelet: Shine 
Bright For Good | Necklaces: Cristina V. Jewelry  

	  


